IDC 2014 - Call for Workshops

The 8th International Symposium on Intelligent Distributed Computing IDC 2014, to be held in Madrid, Spain on September 3-5, 2014, will host multiple half and one-day workshops in conjunction with the main symposium. We invite you to submit workshop proposals on any topic related to the main IDC conference. IDC workshops should focus on creating interactions among participants as well as community building.

A workshop proposal for IDC 2014 should contain at least the following information:

- Name and possible acronym of the workshop.
- Motivation and rationale for the workshop.
- Draft call-for-papers, including introduction and topics of the workshop.
- Names and affiliations of main organizers, and a tentative composition of the committees (as complete as possible). Please indicate whether prospective committee members have been contacted and whether they have accepted the invitation.
- Workshop format including a proposal for half- or full-day workshop, information about planned invited talks, panels, demonstrations, etc.
- Planned further publication scheme (besides being part of the IDC proceedings), i.e. is aimed at journal publication of selected papers (if yes which journal is targeted).
- Expected number of participants and expected number of submissions.
- Short description of the prior history of this workshop, if any.

Please note that the internal deadlines of all IDC workshops have to be synchronized in order to streamline processing of the IDC proceedings.

Please submit your workshop proposals by email to Lars Braubach <braubach@informatik.uni-hamburg.de>

Important Dates

Last Call for Workshop Proposals due: February 1, 2014

Workshop proposals will be evaluated ongoing as received. Approved workshops should strictly follow the important dates of the IDC 2014 Conference, particularly the paper status notification and camera-ready dates.